Attendees: Beth Tyson-Lofquist, Robert Andersen, Terry Michelsen, Windy Gordon, Luther Jones, Brent Kinser, Peter Nieckarz, Kari Hensley, and Guests: Melissa Wargo

- Approval of minutes of the 11.27.06 meeting
  Minutes were approved once objectives are updated.

- SACS LS Preparation
  Melissa will be collecting some syllabi samples from those the LSOC has already collected to use as samples of evidence that we are implementing change and specifying objectives

- Liberal Studies Assessment Conference
  Funding of up to $1500 has been set aside for volunteers of the LSOC to attend assessment conferences. Melissa Wargo provided dates and locations to the committee. (See Below)
  - Texas A&M Assessment Conference-College Station, TX: February 21-23, 2007, Registration $175
  - AAC&U General Education & Assessment Conference-Miami, FL: March 1-3, 2007, Registration $390

- Upper Level Languages to be counted as Upper Level Perspectives?
  The committee discussed whether all upper language classes should count for a ULP. The notion was decided against as ULPs cannot have a prerequisite.

- Discussion C2 and C3 Assessment Fall 2006
  Honorarium will again be $750 per person for assessment groups with the deadline target date June 15th so members can be paid with this fiscal years fund. Several LSOC members mentioned possible volunteers but names will be forthcoming at a later date.
- Old Business:
  - Oversight of Online LS Courses
    Peter will be contacting Educational Outreach to inquire about the online liberal studies courses taught.
  - First Year Seminar
    Peter said he would still like to look into another way of “fixing” first year seminar course. Consult people who teach it regularly.